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ABSTRACT
■ . ’ . • ■ • • ' , 

One-dimensional air velocity is measureable using a remote-sensing
system composed of a transmitter emitting light of two frequencies (ob
tained from laser light modulated by an acous to-op tic or electro-optic 
device), aerosols suspended in the air which backscatter the light, and 
an optical square-law device (e.g., photomultiplier) with collecting 
optics. The detector has output power which includes the same Doppler 
spectral information as if radiation having a frequency equal to the 
difference in frequencies of emitted light were transmitted. Doppler- 
shifted by motion of the aerosols, and linearly detected, such as occurs 
in Doppler microwave radar. Both molecular and aerosol scattering are 
considered and signal-to-noise expressions for a pulsed laser system 
developed, Mie scattering calculations for aerosols of various size 
distributions and absorption properties provide a basis for estimates 
of the range capabilities of the device. ' . -

viii



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The advent of lasers has provided the means to remotely measure 
a one-dimensional component of air motion through detection of the fre
quency Doppler shift of light scattered from aerosols suspended in the 
air. For instance, Lawrence et al. (1972) use heterodyne detection withI . .

a continuous wave CO^ laser to determine Doppler shift. Bourke and 
Brown (1971) formed real fringes with two coherent beams derived from 
a common visible laser to ascertain aerosol velocities. Benedetti- 
Michelangeli, Congeduti, and Fiocco (1972). measure the Doppler shift of 
light from a stabilized visible laser with a tunable Fabry-Perot inter
ferometer. This device has already been utilized in an atmospheric 
dynamics experiment.

Schotland (1968, 1972) has proposed an intensity modulated, or 
dual frequency, laser Doppler device, hereafter referred to as Dual- 
Frequency Doppler Lidar (DFDL), for atmospheric use. The principle of 
operation for a simplified, single-target case was described by Hankin 
and Todd (1964) and Ross (1966). The output of a light source is inten
sity modulated such that the power measured by a detector is given by

. P = P0 [1 + cos(at)], ' (1.1)
where a is a microwave . (angular) frequency. The light is transmitted to

1



a single target a distance R away and then backscattered to a detector 
located near the light source. The detector output is

P = P 1 [l + cos(at-2KR)] (T.2)

where K=a/c is the modulation wavenumber and c is the speed of light in 
air. If the target is moving with a constant velocity component v away
from the source, R=R0 + vt, and

P ■ = P" ' <1 + cos I1" t ) ctt-To Cl. 3)
where To=2KRo. • The time rate of change of the phase 2KR appears in the 
received frequency as an alteration, or Doppler-shift, away from a by an 
amount

tij i = — 2 “  oi (1.4)d c
As discussed in Chapter 3, if v is not constant, the received frequency 
is nonmonochromatic, and a spectrum of frequencies is received. Elec
tronic analysis compares the received frequency with a, yielding v. An 
important advantage of DFDL is that the spatial coherency requirements 
are relaxed from the optical frequency to the modulation frequency, al
lowing optics to be much larger and less precise than those required for 
the methods mentioned above. Chapter 2 explains this aspect in more 
detail. Oberlin (1969) reports an operational single-target system 
which measures rocket-sled velocity and acceleration over large dynamic 
ranges and distances up to 18,000 feet.

Schotland (1968, 1972) considered the case of multiple targets 
and indicates that
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p = £ pi i1 + cos K 1 - -r) ^ * 1 ]} '. (1.5).
, .i-

is detected, where ^  is a phase factor determined by the position of 
the ith target, at t = 0. Again, coherency requirements need to be met 
only for the modulation frequency.

The summation of the cosine term in (1.5) can result in a nonzero 
value for two basic reasons. One is if there is a macroscopic variation 
of aerosol number density (or other characteristics) on the scale of 
Xm/2, where = a/2irc is the modulation wavelength, such as might occur 
in the vicinity of a smokestack plume.. Although potentially important, 
this case is not considered here. The second method relies on the ran
dom positions of the aerosols throughout the air, even if .the statistics 
governing their positions are homogeneous in space. Signal powers 
achieved on the basis of random positions are the minimum powers 
expected and can be increased by the presence of macroscopic variations.

The goal of this study is to obtain expressions for the receiver 
output and signal-to-noise relations for a pulsed DFDL system. A quan
titative calculation of signal-to-noise indicates the merit of a DFDL 
system incorporating present technology. Since the results depend on 
aerosol size distribution and optical characteristics, these are studied
by Mie scattering calculations. Because a large number of frequencies

'arise in a treatment of DFDL, angular frequencies with units of (radians 
sec-1), or simply (sec-1), are used throughout, except for frequency 
bandwiths in the signal-to-noise relations, which have units of (Hz).
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Although the DFDL detector output will not be a truly stationary process, 
stationarity is assumed. The qualitative extension of the pertinent 
aspects of DFDL to a nonstationaiy signal is straightforward.



CHAPTER 2

DERIVATION OF DUAL-FREQUENCY DOPPLER LIDAR SIGNAL '

In order to derive the detector output of DFDL the time- 
dependent electric field at a point on the receiver aperture will first 
be determined, followed by the integration of the return over a finite 
aperture and detection by a photodetector.

Signal at a Point 
Plane parallel, linearly polarized light composed of two angular 

frequencies illuminates a distant volume containing N light-scattering 
particles (molecules and aerosols). (See Figure 2.1.) The two optical 
frequencies, or sidebands, are derived from a single optical frequency 
v ~ 3xl015 sec 1 (Xq ~ 500 nm) by amplitude modulation (see Appendix A), 
such that a = Vj-v2 ~ 2vxl09 sec-1 is a microwave frequency, hereafter 
referred to as the modulation frequency. Weak scattering is assumed in 
order that only single-scattering need be considered. For the moment, 
the. medium between the DFDL device and the scattering volume is assumed 
perfect, like a vacuum. The receiving optics, with aperture centered at 
6^ = 0, collect backscattered light for detection by a photodetector,
which has output proportional to <E2> , where E is the instantaneousv
electric field amplitude, and < > signifies time average, of optical

■ . v -
frequencies (Yariv 1971). The detector must be capable of response at 
the microwave modulation frequency.

5 • '



R. Position of ith
molecule or aerosol

Optic axis of receiver

'X Plane of receiver aperture

Fig. 2.1. Geometry of DFDL Scattering.



The incident electric field at the position 5. of the ithi
scatterer is given by

(2.2)
(2.1)

Ki = vi/c K2 = \>2/c (2.3)
where and are the wavenumbers of the optical frequencies. and 

A2 can vary throughout the scattering volume in order to account for 

laser beam profile and divergence. The distance of the particles from 

the detector is assumed to be very large compared to the size of the 

particle such that each particle can be considered a point source of 

scattered radiation. The scattering cross-section ck of a particle is 

defined as follows: If plane-parallel light of irradiance M (power per

unit area) illuminates the particle, the radiant intensity (power per 

unit solid angle) scattered from the particle is Mo. Defining an elec

tric field scattering amplitude

(2.4)

the electric field at R , due to the ith particle for nonrelativisticd
particle speeds is

E.i i
(v2)

exp i[v2 t-K2 eS^-K2 ^,£jJ (2.5)
i

where
(2.6)



t.
Ki. = Ki yi (2.7)1 Li

The amplitude function S_. and polarization of depend in general on v, 

scattering angle 0, and on particle size, shape, composition, and orien

tation. We shall assume that (v) is constant over frequency ranges of 

the order of V 1-V2 , and that the radiation at the receiver is linearly

polarized in the same direction as the transmitted light. It is also

assumed that EL = n very nearly and that is constant in time and over

the range of values of 0̂  (R^).

The square law detector response yields (Yariv 1971)

N N
<E2> = % E*v E = % I I  E.*E 

i=l j = l

N N /A1.*A1.S.S.
= % I  Z( 1 exp ii=l j«l\ L.Lj 0 i i J J

A2 • *A 1 . S. S. ^
+ —   exp i t-v2 * ^ + ^ 2  j *̂ j )

i j

Ai.*A2.S.S. 
1 J 1 J
L.L.
1 J

exp i (vo"t-v I t-^o + Ki -Kp ■ • tv. .)z 1 z 1 1 j 1 1j y

a2.*a2.s .s . \
+ —  exp i[K2 -(R.-S.) + K2 .-t.-K1.-L.] (2.8)

L.L. F 2 1 r 1 1 j j /1 J

The modulation wavenumber is defined as

K = Ki- % 2 Ki = tii-t2i • (2.9)

Note that the magnitude of both K and K. is 2n/Am = a/c.



Separating the i = j terms in the summation from the i  ̂j

terms:

N S.2 \
<E2>v = { Ip" (Ali*A1i+A2.*A2.)}

(2) N S.2
+ [A2i*Aii exp i(at-K'^-^'t.)

+Ali*A2  ̂exp i (-at+^-^+^'t^jj j-

(3)
/ N N S S - + + +

+ X % I I r r ^  Al.*Ai. exp i[Ki-
i=l j*l i j L 1 J J

A2. *Ai . exp i (at-^v$.+l<2 *5.-^1. ‘t.+Ko . et.)zi r 1 i z j i zj j

Ai• *Ao • exp i ( - a t + ^ i +̂ i • )zj r 1 j z i j j i i

A2i*A2j exp i [K2* ) + K2 i ]"j|

=  ^ D C  +  Zs +  2 %  =  Z ( 2 - 1 0 )

The terms in the first summation [enclosed in the pair of brackets 

marked by (1)] give the time average of the intensity and are designated 

. The subscript DC indicates that a direct current from the detector 

results from these terms. The terms in the second summation comprise 

the useful information signal of DFDL, arising from mixing in the square
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law detector of the two sidebands when scattered pairwise from the•same 
scatterers. The remaining terms (within the third pair of braces) where 
i ^ j result from the mixing of and/or from different scatterers, 
and are designated Ẑ . For certain relative velocities of the scatterers, 
the third set of terms can have energy in the signal bandwith centered 
at a and therefore are a source of noise, called "interparticle noise".
Z^ is the "negligible sideband terms" of (1.5), and Ẑ _, and Zg are the 
terms explicitly given.

It should be emphasized that, although Zg and Z^ have similar 
origins, there are differences between them which may be conceptually 
subtle but which will be shown to cause marked differences in their ex
perimentally measured characteristics.

2The number of terms in Z^ is N -N, while the number in Zg is only 
N. Since the number of targets N is a very large number, it remains to 
be shown that the detector output of interparticle noise does not swamp 
the information output. Two factors aid in increasing the ratio of 
signal to noise power for a finite detector in comparison to Zg/Z^ for 
a point oh the detector:

1) Zg is coherent over even a large detector aperture, while Z^ 
is incoherent. (See the next section.)

2) The power of Z^ is. spread over a wide frequency range such that
only a small fraction of interparticle noise power appears in •
■ , ' ' - - . _ \ . 
the bandwidth of Zg. (See Chapter 3.)
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Spatial Coherence at the Receiver Aperture 
The transverse dimensions of the scattering'volume of an opera

tional DFDL system will be determined by the.cross-sectional dimensions 
of a laser beam which is collimated or diverging at a small angle (<10™3 
radians). The detector aperture will have a diameter as large as a meter 
or so, requiring a consideration of the spatial coherence properties of 
Zg and Z .̂ An analysis of (2.10) for a narrow beam configuration will 
allow us to write the detector output with simplifying approximations.

Coherence Area and Effective Antenna Area
This discussion relies on the Van Cittert-Zemike theorem as 

described by Born and Wolf (1975) and Cummins and Swinney (1970). By 
degree of spatial coherence is meant the degree of correlation | I  

between the signals received at two points separated by a distance AR^ 
on the detector aperture. P12 is the normalized spatial coherence func
tion, which must satisfy -l<pi?<l, calculated from the theorem. Negative 
y12 indicates correlation between signals which have 180° phase differ
ence. The degree of coherence can vary from zero to 100%, or, in other 
words, from incoherent, through degrees of coherence, to complete co
herence. ' ;

For a uniform, spatially incoherent, quasi-monochromatic source,
where the transverse dimensions of the source and AR, are both muchd
smaller than the distance R between source and detector aperture, the 
theorem allows a calculation of the degree of coherence as a function of 
AR^. The scattered radiation of DFDL fulfills these criteria to a good
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approximation. The radiation is rendered quasi-monochromatic by the 
spectrum of Doppler frequencies generated: by the spectrum of aerosol and 
molecular velocities (see Chapter 3 for more details). Although the 
beam will typically have a Gaussian irradiance distribution rather than 
being uniform, the theorem still provides a reasonable estimate, which 
is sufficient for this study. The criterion of spatial incoherence of 
the source is also only approximately true in DFDL for the following 
reason. In the presence df turbulence, the correlation of velocities of 
the scatterers increases with decreasing scatterer separation, leading 
to a comparable increase in correlation of Doppler frequencies. This 
factor is also expected to have only minor effect on the accuracy of the 
results of the theorem.

For an incoherent source of circular projected area the normal
ized spatial coherence function is (Bom and Wolf 1975)

2J1(x)
U12  ----- (2.11)X

. ■ x = / r i ARd . (2.12)

where (x) is the Bessel function of the first kind and order, p is the 
radius of the projected area, and X is the mean wavelength of the radia
tion. The reader may recognize J^(x)/x function from the analytic de
scription of the intensity pattern for Fraunhofer diffraction from a 
circular aperture. A graph of y12 versus AR^ has the general appear
ance of a strongly damped oscillatory wave, with yi2=l for AR^=0, and 
maximum value of |y12|=0.14 after the first zero crossing. The signals
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at sufficiently large AR^ are essentially incoherent, and a high degree 
of coherence exists only for x<2.

The area of coherence at the aperture can be defined as an 
area over which the signal can be considered "relatively" coherent. In 
particular, by the antenna theorem (Siegman 1966). .

Ac *  ^ir . e - 13>
where fi is the solid angle subtended at the aperture by the source, and 
y-l depends on source geometry and on distribution of source irradiance. 
For the uniform circular source discussed above and y=l, Pig for AR^ 
equal to the diameter of a circular area Ac is very near the first zero 
crossing of '

The effective area Ag of the receiver can be defined as (Cummins
and Swinney, 1970)

Ae - Ad ^ r -  (2-14)xcoh
where A^ is the aperture area, Q is the signal amplitude integrated 
across the aperture, and Qcq^ is the amplitude over the aperture which 
would be received if the signal were fully coherent over the entire 
aperture. Forrester, Gudmundsen, and Johnson (1955) reason that if 
-Ac« A {j, the phase associated with each coherence area is randomly phased 
with respect to all the others, and that the total signal increases as 
the square root of the number of coherence areas, or that

Q = (2.15)
N * c

where is the number of coherence areas .in the aperture.
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(2.16).

Hence A and A, are related by c d J

(2.17)

Effective Antenna Area for Information Signal Zg
Schotland (1972) has demonstrated that the appropriate wavelength 

determining coherence properties for Zg,is indeed the modulation wave
length X . Taking fi=10~6 sr (typical of laser beam divergence) and 
Xm=10cm, and assuming (2.1,1) applies,

For ARj=l meter, x= .0354 and lii2=:*99984. Zg is therefore essentially 
fully coherent over apertures of the order of one square meter. For the 
DFDL information signal the effective antenna area is very nearly the 
same as the geometrical area A^, and will henceforth be taken as equal.

Effective Antenna Area for Interparticle Noise Zjsj
Since the interparticle noise arises from the mixing in the 

square law detector of radiation scattered from separate particles, the 
optical wavelength governs the spatial coherence. Taking y and as 
above, and Ao=500nm, Ac=0.25mm2. For an aperture area of A^=l m2, from
(2.17) Ae=5xl0-ltm2, which is orders of magnitude smaller than the geo
metrical area. Since the effective antenna- area for ZM is orders of

(2.18)
m

‘N



magnitude smaller than for Ẑ , the ratio of detector output of inter

particle noise to detector output of the information signal current 

Ig is also orders of magnitude smaller than Z^/Zg, an important factor 

in achieving satisfactory signal-to-noise ratios.

Narrow Beam Approximation

by determining the effective antenna area.) IV in (2.22) can be inter

projection of IV on the optic axis of the system. A diverging laser 

beam will have curved wavefronts rather than planar (Yariv 1971), but

the range of directions of K over the beam is restricted to the beam

The Doppler shift in a due to particle velocity = dlL/dt 
is given by (Cummins and Swinney 1970)

(t-l)-V. (2.19)

For nonrelativistic speeds and as shown in Figure 2.1, page 6,

K-t |=2|K|sin -y- (2.20)
The expected experimental case has R^>>R^ and a narrow receiver field 

of view such that 0^-tt to within <10 2 radians, yielding to good approx

imation

(2.21)

The Doppler shift frequency can be obtained from

-t. •?. = 2 M .  =2KR. (2.22)1 1 1  1 1
(Note that the phase information in (5̂ ) must still be accounted for

preted within the approximation used as
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divergence angle (<10 3 radians), allowing the assumption of planar

wavefronts with little error.

The approximations in Doppler shift frequency discussed in the

preceding paragraph for t. similarly apply to Kj and K2.

The output current I of a photodetector can now be obtained from

(2.TO) when the effective antenna area defined by (2.13) and (2.17), as

well as the narrow-beam Doppler approximation of (2.22), are incorporated.
(1)
/ b N S.2 )

* I 2 Ad I + A2l*A2i)|
1=1 7

(2)
N S.2/ b N si r+ \  2 |A2^*A^exp i (at-2KRi) + A li*A2iexp i (-at+2KRi)j|

(3)
/ h N ' N S.S. /
I 2 Ae J  J  rTr̂ " (A li*A lje x P 1 [2Kl (Ri"Rj)]1 = 1  j = l  i  j X J J

+ A 2^ * A y e x p  i(at-2KiR^ + 2K 2Rj)

+ A i^*A2j exp i^-at+2KiRj-2K2R̂ |

+ A2.*A2.exp i[2K2(R.-R.)]j|

= IDC - Is + IN . (2-23)

The quantity b depends on detector characteristics and the relationship 

between the electric-field amplitude A and irradiance M at the detector. 

Yariv (1971) shows that -
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M = %ce|A|2 ' (2.24)

where e is the electric permeability of the medium (air).
If -

is the•responsivity of the photo-sensitive material, where n is the 
quantum efficiency, h is Planck’s constant and q is the electronic charge, 
and g is the current amplification factor of the detector; then

b = %rgce (2.26)

Equation (2.23) describes the DFDL detector signal for a narrow 
beam configuration. Ig is the useful information content of DFDL, ex
hibiting the combination of optical and microwave frequencies in a 
distinctive manner. The frequency dependence of Ig is mathematically 
identical to a description of scattering of electromagnetic radiation 
of frequency a (microwaves). At the same, time, the amplitude of Ig 
depends on the optical backscatter cross-sections of the atmospheric 
constituents, which are many orders of magnitude larger than the cross- 
sections for microwaves.



CHAPTER 3

POWER SPECTRUM OF DFDL

Wind or air motion is a macroscopic phenomenon which occurs due 
to the organized motion of groups of large numbers of microscopic 
particles (gas molecules). Aerosols are much larger than molecules, 
exist in much smaller number concentrations, and are excellent tracers 
of air motion (Benedetti-Michelangeli, Congeduti and Fiocco 1972). 
Calculation of the power spectrum of (2.23) to obtain the Doppler 
spectrum information contained therein can be performed using conven
tional mathematical techniques if the positions and motions of the 
scatterers can be described analytically or statistically. An adequate 
time-dependent spatial description of the scatterers for DFDL must 
involve both macroscopic and microscopic scales. The macroscopic de
scription includes factors like temperature, pressure, aerosol density 
and size distribution, and profiles of air motion including turbulence 
and shear. The main features of the microscopic description involve 
the random positions and thermal motions of the scatterers, the sta
tistics of which are governed by the local macroscopic density and 
temperature as well as the characteristics of the particles themselves. 
The thermal motions of the scatterers are superimposed on the local 
macroscopic air motion.

Following a summary of the mathematical techniques which are 
utilized, this chapter considers the Doppler spectra due to thermal 

' 18 -
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motion of molecules and aerosols for the information signal and also for 
the interparticle noise. Subsequently, some characteristics of the 
Doppler spectrum due to macroscopic motion including turbulence will be 
discussed.

Mathematical evaluation of the power spectrum is made for the 
case of random scatterer positions, and random and independent thermal 
velocities of the scatterers. The position of each molecule and aerosol 
can be considered random because their mass occupies a very small frac
tion of space, i.e., the average distance between scatterers is much 
greater than the range of interparticle forces.. Scatterer velocities 
duO to thermal motion are also independent and random, except for short 
periods of time over scales of the order of the molecular mean free path 
where collisions correlate the molecular motions.. As discussed later, 
these correlations have no significant effect on Ig and only a minor 
effect on for typical tropospheric conditions. The statistics' 
governing scatterer positions and motions are assumed homogeneous through
out the scattering volume. This is not the general case, for it excludes 
the potentially important situation where scatterer concentrations have 
variations over distances of the order of A^/2. Study of the latter 
case is reserved for another time.

Autocorrelation Function
Calculation of the average power spectrum of stationary proc

esses can be accomplished through the time autocorrelation function 
(Davenport and Root 1958, Hsu 1970), which for DFDL is given by
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C(t) = <I(t+T)I*(t)>, .. (3.1)

where < > denotes an ensemble average. If the process is ergodic, C (t) 

can be found by a time average, *

‘ XT
rr - lim 1 T->« 2T I(t+T) I*(t)dt, (3.2)

-T
where the energy of I(t) over any finite time interval must be finite.
i .e.

lim 1 fT
T-̂co 2T I(t)I*(t)dt<“. (3.3)

-T

By virtue of the Wiener-Khinchine theorem the Fourier transform of C(t) 
yields the average power spectrum or power spectral density.

F(w) = I C(T)e 1U)T dx (3.4)

Performing the inverse Fourier transform on F (to) yields
00

C(x) F (co)e:*"tiT dto. (3.5)
— 00

The total power F^ is readily obtained from the autocorrelation function,

F^ = I F (to)dto = C (0) . (3.6)
-00

The normalized autocorrelation function c(x) has value unity at x=0.



C(T) = CCt)/C(0). (3.7)

It is also often convenient to express the power spectrum F (to) in terms 
of Fy and a normalized power spectrum  ̂(to), given by

*(w) = ~ ^7 [ c (t) e 1WT dr, (3.8)

j <j) (to)dto = 1.
—  00

This mathematical analysis applies in the general case, including the 
circumstance of correlation of motion between molecules and organized 
macroscopic variations, as long as I(t) is a stationary process.

Evaluation of (3.2) is more difficult than the intent of this 
study can justify unless some simplifying approximations are made. A 
major complexity arises from the dependence according to. (2 .2) of 
and Ag on scatterer position, correlating the terms from various scatter- 
ers in I(t) if there is any macroscopic motion across the beam. A simi
lar comment applies to the 1/R2 dependence. In the remainder of this 
chapter some of the complexities will be selectively eliminated by use 
of appropriate approximations to allow consideration of the salient 
features of the DFDL power spectrum.

Autocorrelation for Random Motions Only 
Since the scatterers undergo microscopic- thermal motions and 

macroscopic turbulent motions, it is reasonable to assume that the mo
tions of the scatterers are random and independent. For simplicity.
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assume the narrow beam approximation, and that and A2 are real and 
constant throughout the scattering volume. Assume also that the length 
of the scattering volume AR satisfies X «AR«R^ such that the amplitude 
factor of (2.23) can be assumed, constant in time, giving

S c  * I Ad(Al2 + A22) P" I si2 ' (3.10)i=l

b i N
Is - "2 AdAlA2 r2" I Si texP i(oit-2KR^) + exp i(-at+2KR^)) (3.11)

i=l

■ ' b I N N
^  21' I Ae p  I I S S. {Ai2 exp i 2Ki (R.-R.-)
. • K i=l j^i 1 3 . I

+ AiA2[exp i(at-2K1R^+2K2Rj) + exp i(-at+2K1Rj-2K2R^)]

+ A22 exp i 2K2 (R.-R.)), (3.12)
1

where R has a value characteristic of the scattering volume. From (3.1)
* , • .

and (2.23)

G(t) = <IDC(t+T)IDC*(t)>+ <Is(t+T)I*(t)> + <IN (T+T)IN*(t)>

' + <lDC^+T)Ig*(t)> + <Ipc(t+T)y(t)> + <Ig(t+T)I^*(t)>

+ <Is(t+T)IN*(t)> + <IN (t+T)IDC*(t)>

+ <iN (t+T)is*(t)> ; ■ (3.13)

For random and independent scatterer positions and motions, it can be
shown that all but the first three terms of (3.13) are identically zero.
We can therefore write (3.13) with only the nonzero terms as
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C (t) = Cd c (t ) + Cs (t ) + Cn (t ), (3.14)

n r-, lim 1 r
Cx ^  T-X» 2T

-T
Ix(t+T)Ix*CT)dt’ (3.15)

where x signifies DC, S or N.
The DFDL power spectrum F (to) is the Fourier transform of C (t) , or

F(fo) = Fdc (to) + Fg(to) + F̂ Cto), (3.16)

where F^(t) is the Fourier transform of C^(t).

DC Contribution
The average detector current 1 ^  gives rise to the power spectrum 

Fgg (to), which is concentrated at zero frequency. Mathematically,

/b i N \ 2
' FDC^W  ̂ Ad CA12 + A22) 52 1 Si2J 2ir6 (to), (3.17)

where 6 (to) is the Dirac delta function (Hsu 1970).

.Signal Contribution
If the motions of the scattefers are independent, the contribu

tion to I„ of each scatterer is not correlated with the contribution of S
any other scatterer. The autocorrelation of the signal Cg (t) is there^ 
fore the. sum of the autocorrelations of the individual scatterers,

' N •Cg(T) = I C. (t), (3.18)
i=l 15

Gis(T)e"lt0TdT- ' . (3.19)
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If the statistics governing motion is the same for every scatterer, each 
one has the same Doppler spectrum, and -

CO
Fs (m) = WbAjAiAz ±

(3.20)

The total information signal power F^g is obtained by applying
(3.6)

'(3.21)

where (2.4) has been used to substitute for Ŝ .

Interparticle Noise Contribution
As an introduction to the topic of analysis of the interparticle 

noise power spectrum, a discussion of the theory of some applied mathe
matics is appropriate. Electro-magnetic radiation scattered from a 
large number of randomly positioned targets with independent motions is . 
usually assumed to be a Gaussian random process (Cummins and Swinney
1970), which is a particular type of random signal studied in detail 
by Davenport and Root (1958), among others. Davenport and Root have 
shown how to determine the power spectrum (to) of the output of a 
square-law detector when the input is a Gaussian random process whose 
power spectrum G(w) is known. If C^ (t) is the autocorrelation of the 
input, then the power spectrum of the output is
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Pout t o  - 2,b2cG 2 ( 0 ) 6 M  4. £ G(w') G(w-w')dw',. (3.22)

where b is the "scaling factor" of the detector. The first term is the 
DC term due to an average output, and the second term [convolution of 
G (to) ] contains the AC components. For an experiment in which radiation 
of one frequency is scattered from a large number of scatterers, a 
Gaussian random process can be assumed with negligible error, because, 
mathematically, the sum of the contributions of the individual scatterers 
can be converted to an integral with little error. '

process is the superposition of the sinusoidal outputs of an infinite 
set of sources having a continuous distribution in frequency and random 
and independent phases'. A scattering experiment from scatterers acting 
as "sources" undergoing random motions would satisfy .these criteria, 
except there can only be a finite number of them. If, in a DFDL 
experiment, the number of scatterers N becomes large without bound, 
the contribution of Ig, which has N terms, becomes insignificant com
pared to 1^, which has N^-N terms, and the information signal becomes 
irretrievable. Under such conditions, Fqq(w) and F^(w) are given by
the first and second terms respectively of (3.22). In DFDL, however, 
Ig and Fg(w) are not insignificant, and the finite nature of N must 
be maintained. In order to calculate the DFDL information power 
spectrum Fg(w), which relies on the pairwise scattering of the two

Blackman and Tukey (1958) explain that a true Gaussian random

sidebands from a finite number of targets, Ig must be separated out 
from 1^ as was done in Chapter 2. If an attempt to calculate F (to)
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using (3 .22) is made without separating out Ig, the phase information 
contained in Ig is lost when G(u) is calculated, and the result omits

V “)- '
If Fg(co) is separately calculated from Ig, then the second term 

of (3.22) can be used to obtain (u).
• 00 ■■

. V 10)* ' Ae2 J G (V) G(w-v)dv, (3.23)

where G(v) is the optical frequency power' spectrum (intensity as a 
function of v) given by

00

G(v) = | Co(T)e":LVTdT (3.24)

Cq (t) = <E(t+x)E*(t)> (3.25)

The error in computing F^(w) via (3.22) can be estimated as 
follows: the magnitude of F^(w) is proportional to the number of
increments in the summation, i.e., N2-N, while using (3.22) is the same 
as taking N2 increments. However N2-N-N2 very nearly for large N, and 
the error is minute. , * .

The integral in (3.23) is the convolution of G(v) with itself.
In this study, the convolution of two functions Gi(v) and G%(v) will be • 
expressed symbolically as follows:

00

Gi (go)SG2 (w) — f G j (v)G2 (w-v) dv (3• 26)



Computation of (a>) can be restricted to the region to~a since 
only frequencies near the signal bandwidth are important. The function 
G(v) must be an even function in positive and negative frequency space, 
such that G(v) = G(-v), in order for the convolution operation to 
mathematically represent the action of the square law detector. For 
the sake of brevity, however, analytical expressions for G(v) will 
usually be written here with only "positive" frequencies, i.e., for 
v<0, G(v) = 0. To obtain the symmetric form, fold half of the magni
tude of G(v) about zero, frequency into negative frequency space, leav
ing half in positive frequency space. It should be noted that the 
range of positive frequencies of (3.23) is zero to 2v, i.e., the low 
pass characteristics of the photodetector have not been included yet.

Doppler Spectrum from Air Molecules 
Fiocco and DeWolf (1968) discuss the pertinent aspects of light 

backscatter from air molecules. They consider the effect of collisions 
of the molecules on the Doppler spectrum, as well as the multi-gas 
composition of air.

. For elastic backscatter of light from a single gas species
when X «1, where 1 is the mean free path of the molecules and X the o r o
wavelength, the Doppler spectrum has the same form as the one-dimensional 
velocity spectrum. This is the one-dimensional Maxwell-Boltzmann dis
tribution, which is a Gaussian distribution. For the opposite extreme 
of X »!, one is in the regime of Brillouin scattering, where the 
Doppler spectrum is composed of three peaks, two from randomly generated.
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isothermally propagating sound waves traveling in opposite directions,
and the third from nonpropagating, isobaric density variations (Greytak
and Benedek 1966). The difference in the spectra of the two extremes
is a consequence of the correlation through collisions of the motion of
molecules whose separation is of the order of a mean free path. For
X(j«l, these correlations are .insignificant, but for. X » l ,  they are a
dominant feature. A transition region from one case to the other occurs
for X ~1. Fiocco and DeWolf conclude that for visible light, monoatomic 0
gas, and tropospheric conditions the collisional effects are apparent 
but weak such that the discrepancy from a Gaussian profile may be 
roughly 4%.

Although air is a mixture of gasses, the main constituents N2 
and O2 have similar molecular weights. Fiocco and DeWolf conclude that 
the backscatter Doppler spectrum of visible light from air molecules - 
can be approximated assuming a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of 
velocities for a monoatomic gas which possesses an atomic weight equal 
to the mean molecular weight of air (29 grams/mole).

Utilizing the normalized Gaussian power spectrum given by Fiocco
and DeWolf (1968) and the electric field amplitude obtained in Chapter 2,
the molecular portion. Gm (v) of the optical power spectrum G(v) is (for
no macroscopic wind),

N
% r  s.2 

■ i=i 1
= Gim (v) + G2m(v) , (3.27)



where is the number of molecules in the scattering volume. To a very 
good approximation

■2 2 2 16TT2kTa' *1 - a22 . a2 - J—  (3.28)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the air temperature, and m is the8.
mean mass of a gas molecule. The optical Doppler spectrum is the sum of 
two Gaussian spectra, each centered at one of the optical sideband 
frequencies. Evaluation of the half power full width Av^ of each spec
trum will indicate the spread of the two spectra and the degree of their 
overlap, information useful in determining the magnitude of (tu) at 
co-a.

Avm = a(8£n2)^ = 2.355a . (3.29)

With k = 1.38xlCr23 j °K-1, T = 300°K, x = 514.5 nm, and m = 4.82x10"263. 0

kg, one obtains a = 7.2xl09 sec-1 mid Av^ = 1.7X101® sec-1. The spread 
can be compared with typical values of a = vj - V2 ~ 1010 sec-1, indica

ting that overlap will usually, be significant.

Molecular Contribution- to Fg (m) . Negligible

This section shows that aerosols overwhelmingly dominate the 
total power in Fg(w) such that the molecular contribution to the informa
tion signal can be neglected if the molecular concentration is homoge
neous in space. The same result does not necessarily apply if macro
scopic density inhomogeneities exist. (The most common cause of macro
scopic molecular density inhomogeneities is turbulent mixing of air 
which has a nonadiabatic vertical temperature gradient.) Determination
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of Fg (to) due to thermal motion of individual molecules is therefore only
of academic interest and will not be pursued here. _

To compare the contribution of molecules and aerosols to F^g
given in (3.21), assume a scattering volume of 100 m3 containing air at
STP (2.55xl019 molecules/cm3) and a single aerosol of radius 0.1 micron
and index of refraction 1.54-0.01. For an optical wavelength of 514.5
nm, the backscatter cross-section ct̂ , defined by (2.4), is 7.03xl0-2^cm2

for each molecule and 6 .57x10~12cm2 for the aerosol (Appendix B). For
N equal to the number of molecules in the volume and N -1, the ratio m a
of the aerosol to the molecular contribution to F-^ is N a 2/N a 2 =lb a a m m
3.4x10^, demonstrating that the detector output power of the molecular 
information signal from the entire volume is insignificant compared to 
that of just one small aerosol. ,

Doppler Spectrum of Aerosol Brownian Motion 
The Doppler spectrum resulting from aerosol thermal motion, or 

Brownian motion, has been discussed by a number of authors, including 
Fiocco and DeWolf (1968) and Cummins and Swinney (1970). They give the 
normalized autocorrelation function for one aerosol and monochromatic 
radiation of frequency v q and wavenumber Kq as

c(r) = exp (-4K2D | r |) exp(ivox), (3.30)

where D is the diffusion coefficient. The normalized power spectrum is 
a Lorentzian curve
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4>b Cv) = 16K D + (v -v) o • o
(3.31)

with half‘-power full-width Av. = 8K D.
0

Optical Doppler Spectrum
The optical Doppler spectrum Ga(v) of aerosols is required for 

use in (3.23) to calculate the interparticle noise. In the absence of 
macroscopic motions, Ga(v) = (v), where G^(v) is due to Brownian
motion. Similar to the molecular case, G^(v) is the sum of the. power 
spectra from each of the sidebands v* and v2 with widths Av^ of 8Kx2D 
and 8K22D respectively. Both widths can be closely approximated by

(3.32)

Table 3.1 gives Av^ for X = 514.5 nm for aerosols of various radii, 
where the values of D are from Fuchs (1964).

Table 3.1. Half-power Full-width of the Aerosol Optical Doppler
Spectrum, Avb, for Various Aerosol Radii with 1^=514.5 nm.

r (pm)
1

D(cm2 sec” 1}
' 1

Av^ (sec”3)

10“ 3 I.28x10”2 1.53x109
10-2 1.35x10-4 1.61x107

1OH 2 .21x1 0” 6 2.64x10s
5x10” 1 2.74x10” 2 3.27x1011

1 1.27x10-? 1.52x10"
2 6 .1 0x10”* 7.28x103
5 2.38x10”® 2.84x10®
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Since the aerosols which are optically most significant have 

radii in the range 0.1 to 5pm, Av^ of the optical spectrum can be 
expected to have an order of magnitude of 10^ sec-1. Since Av^<<a, 
there is no significant overlap of the Brownian motion Doppler spectra 
from the two sidebands. The fact that the Doppler width Av^ of each 
sideband due to aerosol thermal motion is much narrower than the width 
Av^ due to molecular thermal motion has important consequences in the 
interparticle noise spectrum.

Information Signal
Examining now the effect of aerosol Brownian motion on the in

formation signal power spectrum Eg (w), let us take the ratio of the 
width of Eg (to) due to aerosol Brownian motion (A(ô =8K2D) to the Doppler 
shift of,uniform motion (a)̂ =2Kv) '

= 4KD = 4aD /
to, V cva

Since D increases with decreasing aerosol radius, an upper limit on
(3.33) can be found by taking D for the smallest radius aerosol that is 
optically significant. Taking a 0.1 micron radius aerosol, which has 
D=2.2xl0~6cm2 sec-2, a=2irxl0̂  sec-1, and v=l m sec-1, Atô /tô = 1.8x10~6. 
The small value for the ratio is consistent with the fact that aerosol 
excursions due to Brownian motion are many orders of magnitude smaller 
than A •. The aerosol Brownian motion therefore causes no perceptible
spread in the information signal, and its effect can be neglected.
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Doppler Spectrum with Turbulent Air Motion 
Thus far the Doppler spectrum due to thermal motions in the 

macroscopic condition of completely calm air has been considered. The 
effect of macroscopic air motion, namely a mean wind with a turbulent 
component, is the next step.

Pulse Volume Filtering
Rogers and Tripp (1964) and Srivastava and Atlas (1974) have 

theoretically investigated the nature of the effect of turbulence and 
a finite scattering volume on the Doppler spectrum in the context of 
microwave Doppler radar. Since the information signal frequency spec
trum of DFDL is mathematically the same as if radiation of the microwave 
modulation frequency were scattered, their results are applicable here. 
They show that the scale of the turbulence in relation to the dimensions 
of the scattering volume affects the measured Doppler spectrum.

The instantaneous mean Doppler velocity v is defined as the 
one-dimensional velocities of the scatterers, weighted by their scatter
ing cross-sections, averaged over the illumination profile of instanta
neous scattering volume. Due to the random nature of turbulence, the 
experimental realization of the mean Doppler velocity in general varies
in time, hence, v = v(t). The mean variance a z of the instantaneousv ■ ' .
Doppler velocity v(t) is the time average of the variance of the Doppler 
velocities about v(t), i.e..

o 2 [vw (t) - v(t)]2dt (3.34)
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where vw (t) is v(t) weighted by scattering cross-section. Since v is 
time dependent, the variance o ^  of the mean Doppler velocity v(t).is 
also defined. Rogers and Tripp (1964) showed that the two variances 
are related to the total turbulent energy per unit volume E by

a~T  + a- 2 = 2E. (3.35)v v

If the pulse volume is much smaller than the smallest scale of turbu
lence, v(t) becomes essentially a point measurement of the instantaneous 
velocity v(t). Since v(t) is then constant throughout the small volume, 
a 2 = 0 and ĝ 2 = G^ 2 is the variance of the velocity. The phenomenon 
of a finite scattering volume producing a nonzero value of cFh is called 
pulse volume averaging.

For scales of turbulence much smaller than the scattering vol
ume, the turbulent energy contributes principally to o^ 2 , while scales 
much larger than the scattering volume contribute mainly to o^2. 
Turbulence having scales between these extremes contributes in more 
equal fashion to both. The effect of o 2 and o— 2 on both the informa-V V
tion signal and interparticle noise can now be discussed.

Information Signal
As previously shown, the molecular contribution to Fg(io) is 

negligible compared to the aerosol contribution, and the Doppler spread 
in Fc(co) due to aerosol thermal motion is insignificant. To a high 
degree of accuracy, the aerosols faithfully follow the macroscopic 
motion of the air in which they are suspended. It therefore follows
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that the.information signal spectrum depends only on the macroscopic 
wind field and observational effects such as pulse volume filtering.

Extensive analysis of Fg (co) will not be attempted here, except 
to note that it can be characterized to first order by three parameters 
the mean Doppler frequency cô , which is related to the observed mean 
Doppler velocity vo^s by

2 v , a
wj = - ■ g-b-S-  (3.36)

the half-power, full-width which is related to the variance of the
observed Doppler velocities; and F^g, which is the total power in 
Fg(w) found by integrating over w. F^g, and all involve a time 
average over the measurement period as well as a spatial average over
the scattering volume. Aw^ depends on and, to a variable extent
depending on the length of measurement, on a^2.

Specification of F^g, Aw^, and is sufficient for the signal-
to-noise estimates which are made later. An estimate of Am can bes
obtained by finding

; : ( y j b .  - s (5-37'

where g depends on the turbulence spectrum, amount of pulse volume 
filtering, and length of measurement. The condition 0 < $ < 1 must be 
satisfied. ' •

. (3.38)
2 c

Taking ( a = 1 m sec-1 and a = 2-n x 109 sec-1, Am^ ■= 84 sec-1.
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Interparticle Noise
The interparticle noise term of the detector output as expressed 

in (3.12) or (2.23) is based on the instantaneous velocity differences 
of those scatterers contained in the scattering volume. The appropriate 
spread in the optical Doppler spectrum G(v) used to calculate the inter
particle noise therefore depends on but is independent of . The 
effect of turbulence on F^(w) is considerably more sensitive to scales 
of turbulence Smaller than the scattering volume's dimensions than to 
those which are larger.

The effects of thermal motion and turbulence on G(v) can now be 
compared. The Doppler spread of one sideband due to molecular thermal 
motion was found to be Avm ~ 101G sec"1, while for aerosol Brownian 
motion it is Av^ - 10If sec-1. The spread due to turbulence is

4(o 2)^v
Avt = ---\----  • - (3.39)

For cv 2 = 1 m2sec-2, Av^'= 5xl07 sec-1. We can conclude that
Av >> Av. >> Av, unless so little turbulence exists that Av, becomes m t b b
appreciable compared to Av^. The molecular optical Doppler spectrum of 

either sideband Glm (v) or G2m (v) is given quite accurately by the 
molecular thermal motion alone, and the aerosol spectra G^a(v) and 
G2a (v) are generally governed by the turbulence spectrum.

Interparticle Noise Spectrum 
The interparticle noise spectrum F^(w) can now be evaluated from 

the optical power spectrum G(v) using (3.23). The molecular contribution
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will be assumed given by (3.27), but the aerosol contribution G ( ) will 
be left in arbitrary form since it will usually depend on the turbulence 
spectrum. Details are outlined in Appendix C. Since the width Av of 
Gm (v) is much greater than the width Ava of G^Cv) in the troposphere the 
aerosol contribution usually dominates (w) in the signal bandwidth where 

to = a. Because the signal bandwidth is narrow compared to the scale of 
variations in F̂ j (to), the interparticle noise density furthermore can be 
assumed constant over the signal bandwidth. The interparticle noise 
power density is given by

'b A A,A- Na \2
fn (w = c,) 1 ^ — J i si2 s *2a(-w) (3.40)

to=a

where <j)ia(to) and 4»2a.(-w) are the aerosol optical Doppler spectra of 
Vi and -V2 respectively.

Signal Spread Due to Traversal Time 
The effect on Fs (to) and F^ (to) of. the transport of scatterers 

into and out of the scattering volume by the mean wind is briefly con
sidered here. Assuming stationary statistics for the detector current 
I(t), the autocorrelation function can be defined ignoring the DC terms 
(Blackman and Tukey 1958), which the receiving electronics will block 
out anyway.

. • T
j [I(t+T)-I][I*(t)-I*]dt (3.41)
-T '

Y  _ lim J_ T
T-x» 2T I(t)dt. (3.42)

T
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As time advances (t = t + t )» the air motion replaces one set of 
scatterers with another, and C (t) decreases. . After a completely inde
pendent set of scatterers occupies the scattering volume, C(r) = 0 , 
even if there is no relative motion of the scatterers whatsoever. If 
the time scale of C(r) dropping to zero is At , the width of the Fourier 
transform of C (t ), or the width of the AC power spectrum, has a lower 
limit (Hsu 1970)

Note that Au)^ as defined by (3.43) is the same for both Fs (to) and 

-
Quantitative estimates of spread due to traversal time indicate 

that the effect on Fg(to) can be significant, but on F̂ (to) it is minis
cule. For instance, assume a scattering volume of length AR = 20m and 
.width Ax = 0.1m, and mean wind with component v parallel to AR and 
transverse component u parallel to Ax, with u = v = 1 m sec-1. The 
traversal, time is limited mainly by the transverse motion, giving 
At - Ax/u, and Acô .̂ > 20 sec-1. For or = 2tt x 109 sec-1, the Doppler 
shift frequency by (1.4) .is 42 sec-1, and the traversal-time spread is 
about 50% of the Doppler shift. Comparing Aw^ to F̂ (to), the difference 
in Doppler shifts of two scatterers moving with relative velocity of
10-3 m sec-1 along AR, where X = 500 nm, is 2.5 x 10^ sec-1, which is' o * (
orders of magnitude larger than Aû .̂ .



CHAPTER 4

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE EVALUATION

The ability to detect the DFDL information signal in the presence 
of noise is the topic of this chapter. The concepts of signal-to-noise 
and information signal estimatability are introduced for the continuous 
wave case and then expressed for the more complex pulsed DFDL system.
A quantitative example, calculated for a DFDL system incorporating 
realistically achievable design parameters, provides an indication of 
the range capabilities of DFDL. As stated earlier, the analysis assumes 
the scatterers are randomly positioned in space with homogeneous statis
tics and does not describe the case in which macroscopic variations in 
scatterer densities occur.

Continuous Wave Assessment
Signal Power

The expected value of the total DFDL information signal power 
Pg is obtained from Fg(w) given in (3.20), where only the aerosols con
tribute significantly. i

where is the detector load resistance. Pg is distributed in fre
quency space according to the normalized Doppler spectrum 6 (oj) such.

« . - ' .

- ' " . '. 39 ■' - . .
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that the (angular frequency) power spectral density of the information 
signal is

Ps (m) = Ps *s (m) .(4.2)

For Signal-to-noise assessment, the width of <fi (w) can be characterized
' 5 ■ ' '

by a signal width Bg (units of Hz) such that the average value of Pg(w) 
over Bg is Pg/Bg. Typically 90% of the information signal power is 
contained within Bg, the exact amount depending on the shape of <f>s (to).

Interparticle Noise
A less desirable part of the scattered signal is the inter- 

particle noise, which has power within Bg but does not contribute any 
useful information on air velocity. As discussed in Chapter 3 and 
Appendix C, the power spectral density of interparticle noise is essen
tially constant over intervals of the order of Bg. Using (3.40) the
interparticle noise power P^(IP) contained within Bg is

PN (IP) = 2tt BgRLFN (m=a) (4.3)

Shot Noise and Thermal Noise
Due to the random, quantized nature of the photo-electric effect, 

photo-detection is plagued by a white noise called shot noise (Yariv
1971). The amount of shot noise power contained within Bg is

PN (Shot) = 2qg IpRpBg (4.4)

where Irp is the total average detector output current, which includes
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the average backscattered signal current , dark current, and current 
due to background and stray light.

Thermal noise in the detector load resistance is another source 
of white noise.

PN (Th) = 4k TdBs (4.5)

where k is Boltzmann's constant and is the Kelvin temperature of the
load resistance.

Other noise sources might occur, but those listed will always be 
. present and are expected to be the most significant.

Signal-to-noise
The detector current power signal-to-noise ratio is the ratio of 

the signal power to the total noise power contained within Bg.

S_ _ ____________̂ S________ '
N PN (IP) + PN (Shot) + PN (Th) C4-6)

Estimatability of Pg (to)
Information and noise signals of DFDL all arise from random 

processes and are therefore random signals. The analytical expressions 
which have been obtained for these signals are their expected values 
(ensemble average, or. infinite time average of a stationary process)» 
Since any measurement must necessarily be of finite duration, the mea
sured spectral density of these random signals will differ from their
expected values and from the results of any other measurement. If we 
define P (to) as the expected value of the sum of the spectral densities
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of the information signal and all noise signals, and P(w) as the spec-
tral density obtained by a measurement, Blackman and Tukey (1958) show
that the variation of P^(w) from P (to) depends on the length of the mea
surement r and the frequency resolution AB.with which P (to) is estimated.

variance [P̂  (to) ] = a^ 2 (to) = [P (to)]2 (4.7)

This result assumes a signal which is a Gaussian random process and that 
changes in P (to) over intervals of AB are not large (no sharp peaks within 
AB). If AB«B^, these conditions are expected for DFDL.

When all noise sources are negligible, P (to) = Pg (to), and the 
accuracy to which Pg (to) can be estimated is defined by

P g M
C p M = ( W  ' (4.8)

If the measurement is to accurately estimate Pg (to), the measurement 
interval t must greatly exceed the reciprocal of the resolution AB, 
even if there is no noise.

Using (4.6) and (4.7) the average estimatability E of Pg (to) 
in the presence of noise is defined to be

Pq /.„ \4 r /m\ 1 V An_\%

. Pulsed DFDL
Like Doppler microwave radar (Battan 1973), DFDL can be operated 

in a pulsed mode, which provides a ranging capability. For DFDL the
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pulsing must be performed such that the microwave intensity modulation
*(1 + cosat) of (1.1) is maintained. The dimensions of the transmitted
pulse define an instantaneous scattering volume, and gating the receiver
after a time delay specifies the range R of the scattering volume. The
spatial resolution of the measurement along the pulse's direction of
■propagation depends on the pulse length and the time the receiver gate
is open. In order to unambiguously pulse sanple the Doppler information
of F g ( t o ) ,  the pulse repetition frequency ( P R F )  must reach or exceed the
Nyquist. frequency of the information signal after it has been compared
with the modulation frequency a by electronic mixing.. If zero Doppler
velocity is to produce zero frequency in the final output, the Nyquist
frequency condition requires

PRF > 2 = Ibdmax- a (4.10)
2 ir c 2 iT

A pulsed DFDL system essentially samples at discrete time intervals the 
continuous wave Doppler information of a scattering volume which is also 
defined in part by the pulsing procedure. If the PRF satisfies the 
information signal Nyquist frequency criterion, the data provides the 
same information as a continuous measurement (Blackman, and Tukey 1958). 
The details of electronic and computational methods to retrieve the 
Doppler information from the sampled signal are not reviewed here, but 
expressions for signal and noise powers are obtained.

Several simplifying assumptions will be made for the signal-to- 
noise analysis. The instantaneous scattering volume of length
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AR = CTp/2, where is the (time) length of the pulse^ and cross-
sectional area will be assumed to be uniformly illuminated and.to
be at a large distance such that Am<<AR«R is satisfied. The receiver
will be gated open for t seconds, where t * t . Attenuation of theg g P
radiation traveling in either direction between the DFDL and the scatter
ing volume is included by defining the one-way intensity transmission 
y, which will be taken the same for and \>2 and for each direction.
From (2.24) the energy Jj of the upper sideband in a transmitted pulse 
is given by ' •

JiY = %c e Ai2TpA|) . (4..11)

A similar relation holds for Jg and Ag. The number of aerosols in the 
instantaneous scattering volume is given by

' "a = Sf. (4.12)

where n is the number of aerosols p6r unit volume. For molecules, N a r m
and n are related in like manner, m

The dependence of optical scattering characteristics on aerosol 
size distribution can be concisely described by defining (see Appendix B)

^  Si4 Na ^ a 2 . . (4.13)

where jhjg2 is integrated over the aerosol size distribution and 
normalized to one aerosol. Similarly

X  h 2 * < > .  ■ (4-14)i=l



Signal Power
Combining (4.1), (2.26), and (4.12)-(4.14), the average instan

taneous signal power during the open gate is

While the gate is open, the pulse sweeps out space such that the total
volume sampled by the pulse is 0 (1^ + Tg)A^/2 . Not every scatterer
within this volume is illuminated for the entire t ,̂ rather the average
time of illumination is t / (t + t ). For the total sample volume andP P g
adjusting for the average illumination time for both J 1 and J2 , the 
information signal power for the received pulse is

.2 X T..T.D n Yrr 2
ps / r8 V \ 2  c JlJ2RLnaZaa .....

= T T T T J  — T   (4'16)P g b

Interparticle Noise Power
The interparticle noise is also sampled at the PRF, but since 

F^(w) is spread over frequencies which are orders of magnitude wider 
than the signal width B̂ , it is likely that aliasing of F^(w) will occur 
(Blackman and Tukey 1958). If aliasing increases the interparticle 
noise power by a multiplicative factor a over the unaliased power.
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Shot and Thermal Noise
Shot noise from the average scattered return, dark current, and 

background light will be considered.
For one received pulse, the uncertainty in the measurement of 

(the expected value of the current during the open gate due to scat
tering) generates shot noise of magnitude

Pn (SN) = 2qg IdcRlB (4.18)

where B is the bandwidth required to receive the pulse B = (2t )-1.
8

The uncertainty in decreases as additional pulses are received, and 
for n pulses, B = (2nTg)-1. If t is the elapsed time over which the 
pulses are received, the shot noise power decreases with increasing t 
until a limit defined by the signal width is reached, namely t = (2BS )-1 
Beyond this point the signal-to-noise ratio cannot be improved. Since 
n = (PRF)t,

Bs
PN (SN) - 2clg IDCRL Tg(PRF) (4.19)

Compared to continuous reception, the discrete sampling of increases 
the shot noise by a factor equal to the reciprocal of the receiver duty 
cycle, where t^(PRF) is the duty cycle. In terms of pulse parameters,

(SN). • y -1 (4.20)
2Tg (PRF)R2

Assuming the receiver is gated by electronic switching after the 
detector rather than by shuttering the light input, the effective band
width leading to (4.19) also applies to the dark current shot noise.
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PN ™  = IdkRL T I prFT ' (4.21)
§

where I ^  is the mean dark current when the receiver gate is open.
Shot noise due to background (or stray) light power Wg reaching 

the detector is
B

P„(B ) = 2qgar WbRl C4.22)
.8

If the background is. Lambertian with uniform spectral radiance Ig within 
the receiver total field-of-view and a blocking optical filter with 
passband AXq centered on Xq is utilized, then

WB =

The effective bandwidth for thermal noise in the detector output 
resistance for electronic gating after the receiver is identical to that 
for shot noise, giving

PN CIh) - (4.24)

Quantitative Example 
The following calculation is based on present technological 

capabilities and atmospheric conditions typical at Tucson,-Arizona. The
parameter values are given in Table 4.1 and the results in Table 4.2.
The numerical results are intended to indicate the capabilities of DFDL 
and provide a quantitative point of reference for evaluation.

The interparticle noise spectrum is assumed to be dominated by 
aerosol scattering and an optical Doppler spectrum governed by small



Table 4.1. Parameters for Signal-to-noise Calculation.
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Parameter

Jl = J 2

TP ~ Tg 
PRF

Laser ave.pwr.

■ Xo . " '

• Xm 
ARp 
A.d

R

Y

na

nim
v*
Eg

nm
m

* V&lue

5x10-4 joule 

1.67x10-? sec 

103 Hz 
1 watt

514.5 nm

0.3 m 

50 m 
1 m2 

ip-2 m2 
500 m 

5.145x10-3 m2

1
1000 cmr3

.001
2.5

6.53xl0-llcm2 
9.81x10-19 cm4 

2;2xl019 cmr3 
7.03 10-28cm2

Parameter

naZqa
nmam

dk
Rt

d 
AXc 
JB 
BS 
AB

Ta = Tc
wd 1 
2 it v
a
q
k

Value

3.9

50 ma watt-1 
1000

2.5x10“10 anp 

50 Q 
lO-6 sr 
10“3 ym 

100 watt m-^ym-1 sr_1

10 Hz
3Hz 
2 sec 
300° K

6.7Hz per m sec-1
1

1.60xl0-19 coul 
1.38xi0“23j °K-1 

1 cm2 sec-2 -

>,laMH4>2aC-̂ D 3 • 1.15x10-5 sec
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Table 4.2. Results of Signal-to-noise Calculation. 

All powers are in watts.

P .1.1 x 10-13S '
PN (IP) 2.9 x 10-15

Pn (SN) 5.8 x 10-14 .
PN (Dk) 1.2 x 10-19
PN (Th) 5.0 x 10-16
PN (Bg) 2.4 x 10-15

PN 6.4 x 10-14
S/N 1.7
E 1.1
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scale turbulence with a Gaussian spectrum with cn2 = 1 cm2sec~2. the 
aliasing factor a is chosen.as unity,, which might be unrealistic. The 
resulting error can be compensated by grossly decreasing the effective 
area which in the 'example has been.calculated for aberration free 
imaging, without decreasing the signal effective area by defocusing 
the image or simply tilting the detector so that, the light rays strike 
at an oblique angle. This only demonstrates that interparticle noise 
is the most difficult of all power sources to accurately quantify.

Detector characteristics are those of Model VPM-149 Static 
Crossed Field Photomultiplier, which has a risetime of 120 psec, manu
factured by Varian Corporation of Palo Alto, California.

The results of Table 4.2 show that, for the parameters chosen, 
a range capability of approximately 500 meters is predicted. Since the 
effect of macroscopic variations in aerosol densities has not been 
included in the calculation, this range estimate is felt to bp conserva
tive .



CHAPTER 5

.CONCLUSIONS

This study predicts that a Dual-frequency Doppler Lidar signal 
scattered from randomly positioned atmospheric constituents provides a 
detectable measurement of one-dimensional wind speed through the (effec
tive) Doppler shift of the modulation frequency.

Information Signal 
The Doppler shift information, which is derived through the 

mixing by a square-law detector of two optical frequencies backscattered
pairwise from atmospheric particles, has the following significant

■ .

characteristics:
1. Scattering takes place at optical frequencies.
2. Through the relative coherence of the two optical frequencies 

. and the mixing in the square-law detector, the Doppler shift
analyzed is of the modulation frequency.

3. The amplitude of the signal depends on the sum over the
particles of the square of the optical intensity back-
scatter cross-section of each particle (Eaa2).

4. The molecular contribution is negligible if aerosols are 
present.

5. The mean Doppler shift is proportional to the component
of the mean wind along the optic axis.

. . ' 51
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6. Turbulence and shear contribute to the spread or variance 
of the spectrum.

7.. Spread due to aerosol Brownian motion is negligible.
8. Since the modulation wavelength and scattering volume

width can be comparable, spread due to finite cross-wind
transit time can be significant. .

- * . Interparticle Noise
The mixing in the detector of the sidebands scattered by one

particle with those scattered by another yields what is called "inter- 
particle noise". Through the much greater spread in frequency of inter
particle noise as well as its grossly smaller coherent detection area, 
interparticle noise can be reduced to tolerable levels in the bandwidth 
occupied by the information signal.

Signal-to-noise Analysis 
Expressions for detector current power signal-to-noise ratios 

were derived for a pulsed DFDL system capable of ranging to investigate 
the remote-sensing feasibility of DFDL. Depending on design parameters 
of a system and the operating conditions, one or several of the follow
ing may be significant noise sources: shot noise due to the backscattered 
laser light, shot noise due.to background or stray light, thermal noise 
in the detector load resistance, or interparticle noise. The shot noise 
associated with dark current of a photomultiplier can be neglected.

In order to quantitatively estimate signal-to-noise, numerical 
integration over several size distributions was performed to obtain
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Za 2 and Za for each distribution, where the summation is normalized
to one aerosol. The aerosol backscatter cross-sections were computed 
from Mie scattering theory for = 514.5 nm using the real part of the 
index of refraction equal to 1.54 and the imaginary index equal to each 
of 0.000, 0.001, 0.010, and 0.050. As can be seen from the tables of 
Appendix B, Za^ increases strongly with decreasing slope v* of the 
size distribution (i.e., relatively more large particles) and with 
decreasing imaginary index. To a lesser extent the same is true of So ;. 
Since the signal power Pg is proportional to Ec^2, interparticle noise ,
power P̂ j(IP) is proportional to (N Za^)2, and signal shot noise power 
increases with N& the signal-to-noise ratio increases as the size
distribution shifts to relatively more large aerosols, or as the imagi
nary index of refraction decreases.

Using reasonable values for v* and n^m at Tucson, Arizona, and. 
reasonable design parameters for a DFDL system, a signal-to-noise cal
culation indicates that ranges on the order of at least several hundred 
meters are feasible. Additional theoretical analysis is required to 
determine how much improvement in range might occur if aerosol density 
inhomogeneities on the scale of A^/2 exist. Since the actual optical 
properties of aerosols are as yet not well known, true range capability 
can be found only by experimentation with a prototype DFDL.



APPENDIX A

MODULATION OF LIGHT

Production of sidebands at optical frequencies can be accom
plished by acousto-optic modulation (Gordon 1966) or electro-optic 
modulation (Kaminow and Turner 1966) of the output of a laser. Acousto- 
optic modulation involves the. scattering of light from high-frequency 
sound waves, or phonons, generated in an appropriate crystal by a trans
ducer. Some of the light is Doppler shifted in frequency and deflected 
a small angle (Bragg angle), producing a separate beam. If the phonon 
power is modulated, the amount of light deflected is amplitude modulated, 
while the beam deflection, which depends on the frequency of the sound, 
is constant, and the deflected beam is composed of two or more frequen
cies or sidebands. Variations of the process can increase the carrier- 
to-sideband conversion efficiency or the frequency separation of the 
sidebands. Acousto-optic modulation has the capability of producing 
only two frequencies in the output, but their frequency difference is 
limited by the ability to produce phonons of sufficiently high power 
and frequency. For instance, Spectra-Physics manufactures a laser with 
intra-cavity modulation (Model 365) with vi - v% = 2n x 109 sec-1.

Electro-optic modulation utilizes the electric-field dependence 
of the birefringence of certain crystals. The crystal elliptically 
polarizes incident light that is linearly polarized, where the ellipti- 
city depends on the applied electric field, which is varied at high

■ ' ' 54
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frequency. A polarization analyzer in the output beam transmits linearly 
polarized light which.varies in intensity according to the changing
ellipticity. Electro-op tic modulators with v% \>2 = 2ir x lO^sec'1

*•
have been constructed (Standley and Mandeville 1971). A disadvantage is 
that two or more sidebands plus the carrier (original light frequency) 
are produced (Yariv 1971), which severely complicates the algebra of the 
theoretical treatment. However, DFDL is operative with the two strong
est sidebands, and power at other frequencies comprises a decrease in 
conversion efficiency.

Since no light source is truly monochromatic, these devices 
actually modulate radiation having E = A cos vt, where A is a*time 
dependent variable in magnitude and phase (Cummins and Swinney 1970). 
Square-law photodetection of such "impure" light yields a DC level plus
a spectrum of AC "beats" which are spread over a wide frequency range.
When the "impure" light is modulated, the detector output is

I = constant x [1 + cos(vi - vg) t] + beat terms . (A.1)

It is expected that the beats inject negligible power into the narrow 
signal, bandwidth centered at Vi - ug, and each sideband can be assumed 
monochromatic.



APPENDIX B

BACKSCATTER CROSS-SECTIONS

As indicated in Chapter 4, T,ao^2, 2 0 ,̂ and are needed for
signal-to-noise.computation. These are evaluated here for the 514.5 nm 
line of the argon laser.

For molecular scattering it suffices to determine the average 
backscatter cross-section 0^ given by

A i = Nm%- . ;>•»'

The angular Rayleigh scattering cross-section cr^ per molecule of air
for natural incident light is given by Penndorf (1957). For the special
/case of 6 = 180 , the angular cross-section for linearly polarized light 
is the same as for natural light, and

am = aR8 = 03x10-28 cm2 • (B.2)

The summations for aerosol cross-sections were computed assuming 
Mie scattering. Since the backscatter cross-sections are quite sensitive 
to both aerosol size and imaginary part n^m of the complex index of 
refraction (Grams et al. 1974), combinations of several size distribu
tions and complex indices were considered. The size distributions 
d(Na)/dr, where r is aerosol radius, were normalized to unity.
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The integrated backscatter cross-section (across the normalized size 
distribution), given by. '

Z cr — a
f00 dN ̂

dr~ aa^r)dr, (B.4)

was evaluated by numerical methods such that

[N ■
Expected Value | E cr. |. = Nq 2 (B.5)

Similarly,
f” dir

2 0a2 =  Jo..dT V  CB.6)

The size distributions were modeled after McClatchey et al. 
(1971), where.

dlT /ci c2 .02tam^rs0.1pm
= ( (B.7)

dr \ d r  0.1ym<r<10ym.

This is a Junge distribution d(N^)/d(log r) of slope v* cut off on the
large size at 10pm and modified at sizes smaller than 0.1pm. Several
values of v* with the corresponding ĉ  and Cg (listed in Table B.1)
allow consideration of the general effect of varying the shape of the
size spectrum. The size distributions were also extended to 20pm to
investigate the relative importance of very large aerosols.



Table B.l. Size Distribution Parameters.
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.vi ' a .

2.0 7.6926x10-3 103
2.5 2.6352xl0-3 3.1623X103

3.0 8.8235x10-4 1 0 V
3.5 2.9126x10-4 3.1623x104

The Mie backscatter cross-sections were calculated using a 
computer program developed by Dr. Benjamin M. Herman and S. R. Browning, 
reported by Dave (1968), and subsequently modified by fellow stu
dent Michael King (1975) to calculate backscatter cross-sections.
Radius intervals of 0.01pm for 0.02ym<r<10pm and 0.05pm for 10pm<r<20pm 
were used, which are intervals in size parameter a = 2irr/Ao of 0.122 
and 0.611 respectively. As shown by Grams et al. (1974) the change of
a with radius is much wilder for small n. than for larger n. . There- a xm xm
fore Z a 2 is much more sensitive to n. than is Z a . They deduced a xm . a '
effective values of the real (nre) and imaginary parts of the refractive
index of naturally occurring aerosols by fitting angular scattering
data to Mie theory calculations. From 23 samples with a spread in n^m
of about ;001 to .02 they obtained a mean n. of .005 with n =1.55.' . xm re
It is unclear, how much of the variability is actual and how much is 
experimental error. The calculations performed in this study with 
n ^  = 1.54 and several values of provide a range of plausible
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estimates rather than precise predictions. The results are given in 
Tables B.2 and B.3.

Table B.2. E cra (cm4) for Various Size Distributions and Imaginary 
Parts n^m of the Index of Refraction.
Numbers in parentheses are exponents: 5(-8) = 5x10"8. .

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

0
001
01
.05

nim]

1.99 (-17)
4.65 (-18) 
3.26 (-19)
1.33 (-20)

0
.001
01
.05

1.02 (-16) 
6.07 (-18) 
3.41 (-19) 
2.83 (-20)

max = lOym

3.16 (-18)
9.81 (-19)
1.23 (-19)
4.34 (-21)

5.81 (-19) 
2.46 (-19)
4.73 (-20) 
1.69 (-21)

rmax = ZOymi

1.04 (-17) 
1.11 (-18)
1.24 (-19)
5.66 (-21)

1.21 (-18) 
2.59 (-19)
4.74 (-20)
1.81 (-21)

1.31 (-19)
7.32 (-20)
1.86 (-20)
7.20 (-22)

1.85 (-19) 
7.43 (-20)
1.86 (-20) 
7.30(7-22)
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Table B. 3. E ov (cm2) for Same Conditions; as Table B.-2.

'! 1 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

0 2.14(-10)

rmax = 10ym 

7.45(-11) 3.11(-11) 1.53 (-11)
-■ .001 1.71 (-10) 6.53 (-11) 2.87(-11) 1.45 (-11)

.01 8.52 (-11) . 3.87 (-11) 1.92 (-11) 1.07 (-11)

.05 2.02 (-11) 1.09 (-11) 6.76 (-12) 4.78 (-12)

nim
0 2.47 (-10)

rmax ~ 20^  
7.75 (-11) 3.14 (-11) 1.53(-11)

.001 1.76(-10) 6.58 (-11) 2.88(-11) 1.45(-11) .

.01 8.58 (-11) 3.87(-11) 1.92(-11) 1.07 (-11)

.05 2.08 (-11) 1.09 (-11) 6.77 (-12) 4.78 (-12)



APPENDIX C

EVALUATION OF INTERPARTICLE NOISE SPECTRUM

The spectrum of interparticle noise F̂ (a>) falling near the signal 
bandwidth, where w-ct, will be obtained by evaluating (3.23) for molecules 
and aerosols. For typical tropospheric conditions it will be shown that 
F̂ (to-ct) is dominated by a term originating in aerosol scattering. Since 
the algebra is very lengthy and cumbersome, only an outline of the approx
imations and procedures used in performing the convolution of (3.23) is 
given here. '

The optical Doppler spectrum is

G ( v )  = %{G im ( v )  •+ G i m ( - v )  + G2m ( v )  + G2m ( - v )  + Gi a ( v )  +

Gia (-v) + G2a(v) + G2a(-v) }, (C.l)

where half of the power has been folded over to negative frequencies and 
G]_a and G2a are the aerosol Doppler spectra due to Brownian motion super
imposed on the turbulent Doppler spectrum. The convolution of G(v) is 
lengthy (64 terms), but use of some properties of the convolution, the 
detector’s low-pass filtering characteristics, plus some reasonable 
approximations markedly simplify F̂ (to). For instance, the convolution 
is commutative (Hsu 1970),

GiCv) 0 G2(v)'= G2(v) S Gi (v) (C.2)
indicating that the number of unique terms in F^(w) is. less than 64.
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The first simplification depends on the fact that F^(w) is based 
on relative scatterer motions and is insensitive to v. Hence v can be 
set equal to zero in G(v), and the positive frequency Doppler spectra can 
be assumed centered on Vi or vg. Another approximation is that the 
widths of Gim (v) and G2m (v) differ insignificantly, although the same 
is not true of their center frequencies or amplitudes. This leads to

G2m (v)SG2m(-v) = ;^"Glm(v)BGlm(-v), (C.3)

and similarly for the aerosol terms. Because of the symmetry of G ^  
about its center frequency v% or -v%.

Gim (v)l8Gim (-v) = G^Cv+ViDBG^Cv+V!), (C.4)

where, from (3.27),

Glm(v+vl) = (C.5)

Several approximations can be made based on the fact that vi>>Av^>>Av^.
In terms like Gia (v)flGim (-v) the aerosol function can be approximated
by the Dirac delta function, Gia(v) ~ 2tt Ha6(v-vi), where (3.6) defines
H as a

Ha = Gla(v)dv (C. 6)

Gia(v)HGlm(-v) = 27THa6 (v-v1)BGlm(-v) = 2irHaGlm(v+v1) . (C. 7)

It is also convenient to express each term in (C.l) as the 
product of the total power of the term and the normalized optical Doppler 
spectrum. For instance
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Glm C v)= 2 irH J ,lm ( v ) (C.8)

where is defined similar to in (C.6), and using (C.3)

G2m (v) (C.9)

Note that H and H are the total powers for Vi only, m a r

After some algebra, including the uniting of equal or approxi
mately equal terms, and folding the negative frequencies of (w) back 
over to positive frequencies

Fn (to) = 2-rr(bAe)2
m ]

+ 2HmHa^1m^t0+Vl̂  + Ha2^la

Hm2'l'lm̂ )a4'2inC-<o)+2HmHa4-lm ^ +V2)

+ Ha2i(ila(io)H<(i2aC-U)]J .
Using the Maxwell-Boltzmann molecular velocity spectrum,

,2r'H 2
W exp

(C.10)

) + 2H m H a exP (- 2a2

(fe)2 ['2tt- eXP (" 4 ^ )  +4HmHaexP ( l l F ) ]  

2( ^ Ha) .
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For a = 2ttx109 sec-1 and a2 = 5.124xl019 sec-2 as calculated earlier, 
the magnitude of interparticle noise in the signal bandwidth near a is

FN (u=a) = 27,(bAe)2|(6xlO-1lsec)[l+( ^ . y ] H m (l.08H^2.00Hj 

+ (6x10-"sec) Hm (l.92Hm+4.51Ha)

+ 2(xtHa) [1','(xt)]Ha2[,|>1aMa',,1a(:"1,l)]|u_a

(C.12)

Since the width of <f>ia(cj)(2<}>2a(-̂ ) and are each
roughly 2Av , then for av2 = 1 m2 sec"2 and Ava = S.OxlO7 sec"1, the
last term of (C.12), which is centered at zero frequency, is negligible
at uj = ±ct whenever a>>2A\> , while the next-to-last term centered ata

Ha2a) = +a is of the order of --- ~ H 2 2x10"° sec. Comparison of the termsAva a
of (C.12) demonstrates that H 24>1 (w)E^2 (-w) dominates unless H > 10 H .v v a xa ^a m ~ a
For = 10 this particular term produces 60% of the value of F̂ (co~a) 
given by the complete expression (C.12), and for it produces 98%.
Hence, for a wide variety of conditions and locations within the atmo
sphere, the wide optical frequency Doppler spread of molecules allows 
the aerosol contribution to interparticle noise to dominate near the 
information bandwidth, and

FN (u=a) * 4"CbAe)2 H ^ 2 (<ha( > W 2 a C-ai)] (C.13)
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The value of H is found to be a

which gives upon substitution

(aj=a) - 7T
bA AiAo N
- v -  Y ^ i a(a))a*2a(-u)]u=a (C.15)

The validity of the approximation does not depend significantly 
on temperature, for T > 200°K throughout the lower atmosphere. An air 
velocity spectrum with small-scale variance o^2 less than 1 m2 sec-2 
increases the efficacy of the approximation. A higher modulation fre
quency also improves the approximation because the molecular terms in 
(C. 11) with exp vp-2j remain the same while those with exp jj- ~̂*̂ j
decrease in (C.12).

NSince F.. is smoothly spread over 106 sec"1 or more while the
signal width is typically 102 sec-1, F^ can be considered constant over 
the signal bandwidth, i.e., a white noise of magnitude F̂ .(oj=a) per unit 
frequency interval.



APPENDIX D

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Symbols marked by (1) can have subscripts i or j , denoting 
individual scatterers. Those with (2) are often subscripted 1 or 2, 
indicating upper and lower sidebands respectively.

A (1) (2) Electric field amplitude.
A^ . Transverse area of scattering volume.
A Area of coherence,c
A^ Geometrical area of receiver aperture.
Ae Interparticle noise effective antenna area,
a Increase in P^(IP) due to aliasing.
a2 (2) Variance of one sideband of G^(v).
Bg Width of Pg (to)..
b Proportionality between square of electric

field and detector current.
C(t) (1) Autocorrelation for lag r. Cg(r) for information

signal, Cg(T) for optical- intensity.
c Speed of light in air.
c(t) Normalized autocorrelation, c (r) for Cg(t)

and co (t) for Cg (r) .
D . Aerosol diffusion' coefficient.
E Total turbulent energy, estimatability.
E (1) Instantaneous electric field.
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F (a)) ' Power spectrum of detector output current of
received signal. F^g (oj) F g (w) , and F% (to) 
for average, information, and interparticle 
noise signals respectively.

Frp Total integrated power of F (to) . F̂ ,g for Fg(to).
G(v) (2) Optical power spectrum at detector. Gm (v), Ga(v),

• and Gy(v) for molecular, aerosol and Brownian 
. motion respectively.

g Detector current amplification factor.
H , H Total integrated power of Gi (v) and Gi (v) •3. in , . - ci mrespectively.
h Planck's constant.
I Detector current. Ig, and 1^ for average,

information, and interparticle signal current 
respectively.

I,, Detector dark current,dk '
I - Background radiance.D

Jl, J2 Pulse energy, upper and lower sideband respectively.
(x) Bessel function of first kind and order of

argument x.
]E, K Vector and scalar modulation wavenumbers.
fCl, ^  (1) , Vector wavenumbers of upper and lower optical

sidebands.

K0, Kj, K2 (1) Scalar wavenumbers of general optical frequency, upper
.optical sideband, and lower optical sideband, 
respectively. .

k . Boltzmann's constant.
L, L (1) Vector and scalar distance from scatterer to

a point on the receiver aperture.
T  Molecular mean free path.
M  ' . Irradiance. .
m Mean molecular weight of air.



Number of scatterers, aerosols, and molecules 
respectively1 in the scattering volume.

Number of coherence areas.
Number density of aerosols, molecules in scatter
ing volume.

Real and imaginary parts of aerosol index of 
refraction.

Optical frequency power.
Pulse repetition frequency. ■
Power density of detector output (signal plus 
noise).

Total power of information signal.
Information signal power density.
Total power of noise contained within Bg. 
Contribution of background light shot noise to P̂ . 
Contribution of dark, current to P ,̂
Contribution of interparticle noise to P .̂ 
Contribution of thermal (Johnson) noise to P̂ . 
Electronic charge.
Vector and scalar distance from transmitter to 

scatterer.
Defines a position on.receiver aperture.
Detector load resistance.
Detector responsivity, aerosol radius.
Electric field backscatter amplitude. 
Signal-to-noise ratio.
Period of time.
Air temperature.



Detector load resistance temperature.
Time.
Scatterer velocity vector.
Velocity component parallel to optic axis.
Pulse-volume instantaneous average Doppler velocity
Background light power reaching detector.
Average, information, and interparticle noise 

signals for infinitesimal receiver area.
Modulation frequency, Mie scattering size parameter
Weighting factor 0 < g < 1.
Factor of approximately unity, one-way intensity 

transmission.
Frequency resolution of measurement.
Length of scattering volume.
Total length of pulsed DFDL scattering volume. 
Separation of two points on receiver aperture. 
Bandwidth of optical filter.
Half-power full-width of one sideband of Ga(v), 
G^(v), and Gm (v) respectively.

Half-power ful 1-width of F g ( c o )  due to Brownian 
motion.

Half-power ful1-width of Fg(w).
Half-power full-width of Fg (oi) due to traversal 

time. ' .
Dirac delta function.
Electric permeability of air.
Quantum efficiency of the detector.
Scattering angle.



Modulation wavelength.
Optical wavelength.
Normalized spatial coherence function.
Optical frequency. "
Slope of Junge aerosol size distribution.
Radius of projected area of scattering volume.
Average of aerosol backscatter cross-sections 

(squared), weighted by number density and 
. normalized to one aerosol.
Optical back-scatter cross-section, for

aerosol's and o for molecules, m
Variance of detector output power within AB.

Average instantaneous variance of Doppler velocity 
Variance of v(t).
Autocorrelation lag time, length of measurement.. 
Length of receiver gate time.
■Pulse length.
Normalized power spectrum. <j> (u) , ckfv) , and 

4>s (to) for. Ga(v), ,Gb (v), and Fg(w) [or Pg(w)]
respectively.

Phase angle.
Solid angle subtended at receiver by scattering 
volume.

Receiver solid angle field of View.
Detector output frequency (microwave or lower). 
Effective Doppler shift of a.



Convolution operation.
Ensemble average.
Time average of optical frequencies. 

Time average. .
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